By age 19, 4 out of 25 females have at least 1 child
Rural women on average give birth to their first child 3 years before urban women:

- Rural - 24 years
- Urban - 27 years
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Young persons who have completed secondary education have the highest unemployment rate at 34%.
People aged **15-29** account for **18%** of the total **WORKING POPULATION**
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Nearly 3 out of 10 15-29 year olds are unemployed in Georgia. In Tbilisi, it is nearly 4 out of 10.
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Females in rural areas get married 2 years before women in urban areas (22 and 24 years respectively)
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The median age to start working is **20 years**, **19 for male** and **21 for female**.
From 2002-2014, the population of people aged 15-19 dropped by 37%
There are more females studying in universities than males:

**Bachelors** - 31% more

**Masters** - 37% more
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For women aged 25-29:
- 72% are married
- 4% are divorced

For men aged 25-29:
- 53% are married
- Almost 2% are divorced

---
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Compared to Georgians, ethnic minority youth have **less** higher education degrees:
- Azeri - **5%**
- Armenian - **13%**
- Georgians - **23%**
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On average, women are waiting 3.4 years to have their first child after getting married.
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